Figure 1. Placing the fall risk monitor on an elderly person during the motion-capture experiment.
Coalition and Inova Loudoun Hospital. All subjects provided written consent before participation.
The subjects wore comfortable attire, and their foot placement was standardized while standing on the force plate. All measurements were performed in quiet standing in bare feet. Participants were asked to stand in two visual conditions: eyes open and eyes closed. Each measurement lasted for 60 seconds and was repeated twice for all participants. The wearable IMU was affixed to the wrist, ankles, and trunk (see Figure 1 ). This article focuses on trunk sensor measurements. Both the force plate and the IMUs were set to a sampling rate of 100Hz. Analysis of The magnitude of center-of-pressure (COP) displacements is associated with the adaptive capacity of elderly individuals to maintain balance: participants with greater COP area, length, velocity, and RMS are linked with less stability and, consequently, greater fall risk (see Figure 2) . The wireless accelerometry sensors produced valid, reproducible results that coincide with these characteristics. Moreover, while the entropy-based estimations for fall risk did not reach significance, the IMU did reveal characteristics that equate with falls. Specifically, SaEn values for fallers were lower compared to nonfallers in both instruments in accordance with the theory of loss of complexity. 5, 6 Lower SaEn values evince greater regularity in the system signal, signifying inefficient postural balance characteristics (a topic for future investigation).
Continued on next page
In summary, wireless sensors were found to predict fall risk similar to standard criteria (force plate). Moreover, given their noninvasive and inexpensive nature, these sensors provide an optimal assessment tool for fall risk identification in the elderly population. We are currently conducting a prospective study to refine our predictive fall risk model.
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